DUET: (Sir Ethais and Selene.)

Allegretto grazioso.

Piano:

SELENE.

(Not too slow.)

Sir ETHAIS.

When a knight loves lady— (Hey, but a maid is a sorry little jade!) He

Hey, lack a day dee. O!

Sighs and he sings lack a day dee— Hey, lack a day dee. O! Of a
(Hey, but a maid is a love life-long) He'll sing a song— (Hey, but a maid is a)

sor-ry lit-tle jade!

sor-ry lit-tle jade! Of a love su-preme He dreams a dream—

Hey, lack-a-day, O!

And little recks he in his
love-lorn soul That, ere bye and bye, will the tocsin toll-Ding dong.

Andante.

B Tempo I.

B Tempo I.
When a maid grows weary-

(Hey, but a maid is a sorry little jade!) O sad is his heart and

Hey, lack-a-day-dee, O!

Then day by day He
(Hey, but a maid is a sorry little jade!) With

Wilts away (Hey, but a maid is a sorry little jade) With

C

Hey, lack a day dee.

one sad sigh He droops to die— Hey, lack a day dee.

C

O!

O! Her love—his life—both yield their due. And the

a tempo
toc - sin toll - ing tolls for two! Ding dong, Ding
Ding dong, Ding dong, Ding dong, Ding dong, Ding
Dong, Ding dong, Ding dong, Ding dong, Ding
Dong! Hey, lack - a - day - dee, O!
Dong! Hey, lack - a - day - dee, O!

Audante.